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The authors of The Autism Transition Guide know how overwhelming it can be for parents of
students on the autism spectrum to think about exactly what will happen when their child graduates
from senior high school and leaves the familiar supports of special education behind.) When your
child no more qualifies for IDEA assistance The Transition Portfolio Planning Tool, an in depth
template, is made to help put programs into action and keep everyone moving forward. The
following are essential areas they recommend parents to arrange for: Residential options
Postsecondary education Employment Recreation and leisure actions Additional factors include:
Who ought to be on the changeover team Getting changeover goals into the IEP Analyzing and
assessing your child's skills Involving your child in the process Sequence of adjustments (e. Bruey
and Urban believe beginning at age group 12 to 14 is even better because goals will be met.
Federal laws requires that a transition plan maintain place by enough time a child reaches age 16;g.
No matter what the particular destination could be for your child or student, this guide can help
make sure she or he reaches it. That is why Bruey and Urban wrote this practical guide to
transition planning--a road map for family members, educators, counselors, and transition specialists
to navigating this essential, sometimes tricky journey from high school to adult life. Use this form to
monitor what needs to be done to reach transition goals in a number of areas, including
employment, education, and communication, cultural, and daily living skills. The Autism Transition
Guidebook is a must-have source for families and specialists, providing ideas and strategies that
can be used to a broad selection of individuals on the autism spectrum--from the college-bound
college student to the pupil who requires 24-hour supervision to succeed., should he get yourself a
job before shifting out of our home?
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  Very easy to follow and implement.Great resource This is an excellent resource for parents of
students with disabilities, specifically Autism, to greatly help their son or daughter arrange for a bright
future.
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